Introduction
The investigation of the identities among the relations in a group presentation (X ( R) amounts to the study of the second homotopy group of a cellular mode1 K( X 1 R) as a central subgroup of the relative homotopy group 4K(X 1 R), K'), w h ere K' is the l-skeleton of K. In this paper we investigate identities among the relations in a presentation 9' = (X 1 R U S) in which the set of relations is partitioned, or equivalently, identities among the relations in two presentations 2 = (X I R) and Y = (X I S) with the same set of generators and disjoint sets of relations.
From an examination of the algebraic structure of the relative homotopy groups r2(K (X I R) , K') and r2(K (X I S), K ') and the triad homotopy group nx(K(X 1 R U S>; K(X I R), K(X 1 S))
there arise some results on interrelated notions of identities between the sets of relations R and S.
A theorem of Whitehead [16, 171 describes the relative homotopy groups mJK(X 1 R) 3 K') as a free crossed module with basis given by the classes in n,K' of the attaching maps of the 2-cells, and the approach of the present paper is largely phrased in terms of crossed modules, or more prosaically, in terms of the action of rr, K' on relative homotopy groups. Section 2 contains a review of the algebraic constructions to be used. Section 3 exploits the decomposition of nz(K(X 1 R U S>, K') as a coproduct, or Peiffer product, of QT~( K( X 1 R), K') and r2(K(XI S), K') t o examine identities between the sets of relations measured by the F(X) -module (( R )) fI (( S )) / [ (( R >> , (( S ))I, where (( )) denotes normal closure in F(X). The sets of relations R and S are independent if ((R)) n ((S)) =
L{(R)> lS)l; h'
t 1s concept of independence has been studied by Lyndon [ 121, Gutierrez and Ratcliffe [9] , and Huebschmann [ll] . We relate the Peiffer product decomposition to relation module structure. Section 4 examines the action of ((S)) on the module of identities among the relations R. Following the approach of Sieradski [15] we consider S-balanced and S-coupled identities and interpretations of third homology groups in terms of such identities.
In Section 5, the triad group ~T~(K(X I R u S>; K(X 1 R), K(X I S>> (1) for all cE C and WE F, (c"')p = w-'(cp)w, (2) for all a,c E C, c" = a-'ca.
Let F be a group and f : R+ F a function from a set R to F. Let E(R) be the free group on R x F and let F act on E(R) by (r, x)I' = (r, xy). There is a homomorphism 8 : E(R) + F given by (r, x)f3 = x-'(rf)x.
A basic Peiffer element in E(R) is one of the form a-'b-lab"", where a,b E E(R), and the Peiffer group P(R) generated by all the basic Peiffer elements is a normal, F-invariant subgroup of E(R) contained in the kernel of 19. The quotient C(R) = E(R)/P(R) inherits an F-action and the homomorphism p : C(R) + F induced by 13 is then a crossed F-module. Indeed, C(R) is the free crossed module on the function f, that is, it possesses a universal property the details of which are set out in [3] . We shall write (r, x) for the image of (r, x) in C(R). We quote two facts whose proofs may be found in [3] . Firstly, if p : C + F is a crossed module such that p : C-, Cp has a splitting, then as a group C is isomorphic to the direct product ker p X Cp, and hence ker p f' [C, C] = 1. Secondly, if p : C + F is a free crossed module, with G = FIC(R)p, then the abelianisation C(R)"' is a free G-module, and there is an exact sequence of G-modules 04 ker p* C(R)'lh+ (C(R)p)ah-+O.
A convenient characterisation of the elements of the Peiffer group was given by Papakyriakopoulos [13] , and we paraphrase here the version given by Sieradski in q Given a group presentation 9? = (X 1 R) we construct a free crossed module by taking F to be F(X), the free group on X, and f : R-+ F to be the inclusion. The image of p : C(R)-+ F is the normal closure ((R)) of R in F and the group presented by % is G = Fl ((R)). Then ker p is a G-module, called the module of identities among the relations R and denoted by nZ(%). This construction can be described in terms of a cellular model K(X ( R) of the presentation, with l-skeleton K': we may identify F with v,K' and C(R) with r?(K(X 1 R), K'), the module of identities ~Z(!X) is then identified with n2(K( X 1 R)). For a full account of these identifications, see [3] or [14] . A presentation (X ( R) is aspherical if the module TV of identities among the relations is zero, that is, if the cellular mode1 K (X I R) is an aspherical 2-complex.
Suppose that a group B acts on a group A. For any a E A and b E B, we denote by . We shall write A and B for Ai, and Bj, respectively.
The following proposition sets out the properties of the Peiffer product that are made use of below: parts (3) and (4) In Section 5 we employ a tensor product of crossed modules, and Whitehead's r-functor.
and there recall their definitions.
Independent sets of relations
An identity among the relations in a presentation (X 1 R) may be interpreted as a formal product of conjugates of the relators, taken modulo the Peiffer group, that becomes trivial when evaluated in F(X). There follows an immediate notion of what constitutes an identity between the sets of relations in two presentations
(X] R) and (X] S): such an identity should be a formal product of conjugates of relators in R U S that becomes trivial when evaluated in F, taken modulo the Peiffer group and modulo the identities among the sets of relations R and S taken separately.
To pursue this notion we use the Peiffer product of crossed modules. We now fix some notation for the remainder of the paper. We consider presentations~=(XIR),S=(XIS)andB=(XIRUS),presentinggroups G, H and Q respectively, where we assume that R II S = 0, and so write R U S for the union of R and S. The ambient free group F(X) will be denoted by F and (( )) always denotes normal closure in F. We set N to be the kernel of the natural map G+ Q and M to be the kernel of the natural map H * Q. Now given (X I R) , (XIS) and (X] RUS) we may construct the free crossed modules
Since F is free, each of p, (T and r has a splitting.
Proposition 3.1. The crossed module C(R U S) is the Peiffer product of C(R) and C(S).
Proof. The result follows from the coproduct property
The Peiffer product decomposition of C(R U S) now provides the framework for the notion of an identity between the sets of relations R and S. We have the F-modules rr*(%!) and am of identities among the relations R and S, and a homomorphism k *: ~*(~)@~2(~) -+ n*(P) induced by i, and j,. From parts (3) and (4) of Proposition 2.2 the image of k, is isomorphic to the direct sum
We define the module of identities between the sets of relations R and S to be the F-module r*(p)) lim k,. It follows from the exact sequence of [2, Proposition 2.81, that the module of identities between the sets of relations R and S is
. This quotient is a natural measure of the redundancy between R and S and its relevance is clear without mention of the Peiffer product. However, the Peiffer product provides a convenient algebraic setting, linked with the homotopy groups of cellular models of the presentations. (3) Lyndon shows in [12, Theorem 2.41, that if X can be partitioned as X = X, U X, such that R C F(X,) and S C F(XZ) then R and S are independent.
Proposition

Let R and S be independent sets of relations such that [(R >> , ((S))] contains no element of R or of S. Then no element of R is conjugate to a power of an element of S, and vice versa.
Proof. Suppose that r = w~'.s'w, where r E R, s E S, w E F and q # 0. Since, by Theorem
2.1, (r, l))'(s, w)"$P(R U S), we have that (r, 1) -'i,( s, w)'j* is a non-trivial element of n?(Y)). If it also lies in im k, then for some a E ~~($3) and b E ~~(9) we have (r, l)-'i:,(s,
w)"j* = ai,bj, .
Reducing modulo im i:,, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that (r, 1) = a modulo [C(R), ((S))], whence r E [((R)) , ((S))]. This is a contradiction. 0
In practice, the calculation of the module of identities between sets of relations is often a non-trivial matter. A special case is dealt with in the next result.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that Then ((R)) n ((S))/[((R)), ((S))] is isomorphic to H,(M)@H,(N).
Proof. The given condition is equivalent to the injectivity of the natural map ((R U S))'lh+ APh G3 N'lh and so the result follows immediately from the homology exact sequence obtained from [2] (see also [ 11) . 0
We now state our main result on independent sets of relations. 
Proof. The abelianisations C(R)a", C(S)"b and (C(R) W C(S))'"
'-T2(g) f--[C(R), C(s)] --$ (C(R)"h).,s,+ At<+o
Theorem 4.1. The subgroup of S-balanced identities is
772(532) n [C(R),
(S))l .
Proof. Modulo the action of ((R)), the group C(R) becomes abelian, and it follows that modulo the action of ((R L_ S)) , an S-balanced identity is trivial. Now [lo] for a survey of one-relator products. Given presentations (X, 1 S, ) and (X, 1 S,) of A and B respectively, we may replace r by a word in X = X, U X2 to obtain a presentation PP=(XIv,S)ofQ, h w ere S = S, U S,. Then H = A * B and G is the one-relator group presented by (X 1 Y). If A and B naturally embed in Q then, by the Kurosh Subgroup Theorem, M is free and every { r}-balanced identity between the relations S is coupled.
Applications of the non-abelian tensor product
There is The definition of the tensor product is due to Brown and Loday [4] , the relations just given are a minor variant of those in [4] , see [7] . A check on the preservation of these relations shows that there are homomorphisms and similarly that H,(C(S), rr*(%?))) g r*(g) @.N ~~(9') $ H,(((S)), rr*(%))) (with N acting trivially on ~~ (9)). In the amenable special case in which (X 1 S) 1s an aspherical presentation (for example, with S a single relator that is not a proper power in F(X)) we may obtain another exact sequence for B(R, S). This involves Whitehead's r-functor on abelian groups, as defined in [18] . Given an abelian group A, the group TA is the abelian group with generators ya for a E A, and defining relations r(a- 
